
DOVER GRAMMAR SCHOOL FOR BOYS 

WORK FOR PUPILS ISOLATING AT HOME - Year 8 – Term 1 – September 2020 

Subject Topic Resources 

Art Mr Gratus 
Natural Form 
Drawing form nature – trees and 
looking at the seasons (Autumn). 
 
Miss Ried  
Natural Form – Looking at fine detail 
within objects. 
Walnuts, Trees, Mountains 
 
 

- Teams (lesson resources available) 
- SMHW – keep up to date with what is being set. 
 

Computing Topics this term: 
 

• E-Safety/Being a Digital 
Citizen (Recap) 

• Searching Algorithms (Recap) 

• Sorting Algorithms (Recap) 

• Consolidation Lesson 

• Assessment Lesson 

• Next Steps Lesson 

• Binary number system 

• Binary conversion 

• Binary addition 

• Hexadecimal number system 
 

All lessons are set in the Assignment section of your class Team. 
Each Assignment title states the period (eg. P1-5) followed by the 
date of the lesson in the format [DD/MM/YY] and key words in 
the title of the assignment for the subject being covered. The 
instruction section of the Assignment details what you need to 
do for the lesson and refers to resources attached to that 
Assignment. Some Assignments are quizzes – one attempt only - 
(titled in the same way as other Team assignments). Click on the 
Form inside the Assignment to start the quiz.  
All homework is set using SMHW with instructions that refer to 
either online resources or to your class Team. SMHW entries are 
identifiable as they use the exact same formatted titles that are 
used for Team Assignments. 

Design 
Technology 

 
Various, design, make and technical 
lessons and homework. 1 per week. 
 

Lessons can be found in the class team, numbered. 
Homeworks can be completed directly into your homework 
booklets (copies on the team). 

English The Gothic 
An introduction to gothic and horror 
writing.  Using a range of extracts to 
develop a clear understanding of the 
conventions and key themes evident in 
the genre. 
 
 

SMH - All work will be set with specific instructions. 
Oak National Academy – Gothic Literature resources 

Geography North America, includes:  

• Location 

• Countries 

• States of the USA  

• Geography of the USA 

• Hurricanes 

• Earthquakes 

• Waterfalls 

-M365 Teams (lesson resources available) 
- SMHW – keep up to date with what is being set 
-Oak National Academy: 
https://teachers.thenational.academy/subjects/geography/key-
stages/key-stage-3  
-Educake (for online quizzes) https://www.educake.co.uk/  

History Empire and Slavery: 
-Slave trade 
-Middle passage 
-Life in the Americas 
-Abolition 
 
 

-M365 class teams will have lesson content and resources 
-SMHW and teams/assignments for home learning tasks 
 

Maths Factors and powers 

Prime factor decomposition 

Laws of indices 

STEM: Powers of 10 and standard 

form 

https://padlet.com/rmunday1/Y8unit1and2 
 
SMHW for homework assignments and access 
https://www.drfrostmaths.com/ for extra support videos and 

https://teachers.thenational.academy/subjects/geography/key-stages/key-stage-3
https://teachers.thenational.academy/subjects/geography/key-stages/key-stage-3
https://www.educake.co.uk/
https://padlet.com/rmunday1/Y8unit1and2
https://www.drfrostmaths.com/


Calculating and estimating by 

rounding to 1 significant figure 

before calculating 

Working with powers 

simplifying algebraic expressions 

involving powers and brackets 

More simplifying by multiplying and 

dividing algebraic expressions 

Expanding brackets and simplifying 

expressions 

Expand double brackets 

Factorise quadratics 

Substitute integers into 

expressions. 

Construct and solve equations. 
  

practice questions that can be searched by topic and/or key 
skills. 
 
https://teachers.thenational.academy/subjects/maths/key-
stages/key-stage-3 for extra resources if needed. 
 

MFL – 
French 

-Recap lessons on hobbies, opinions and 
near future, 
-family members, jobs, talking about 
where you live, weather, tv, film 
 
 

- M365 Teams (lesson resources available) 
- SMHW – keep up to date with what is being set 
- www.languagenut.com  

On Languagenut... 
For family vocab, go to: vocab trainer >> Vocab by topic >> 
Family and relationships>>Family.  
For jobs vocab, go to: Vocab trainer>>Edexcel Additional 
content>>Theme 4>>Work and Study 
For countries go to: Vocab Trainer>>Edexcel Additional 
Content>>High-frequency language>>Geography>>Countries & 
continents  

- Oak National Academy:    
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-
key-stage/key-stage-3/subjects/french 

 

MFL – 
German 

Holidays 
 
Present tense, Perfect tense (past) 

- M365 Teams (lesson resources available) 
- SMHW – keep up to date with what is being set 
- www.languagenut.com (vocab trainer >> holidays and 

travel; grammar and verbs >> present tense, perfect 
tense) 

- Oak National Academy:    
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-
key-stage/key-stage-3/subjects/german 

 

MFL - 
Spanish 

 
Holidays: 
Countries, transport, accommodation, 
weather, activities. 
Present tense, Preterite tense (past) 
 
 

- M365 Teams (lesson resources available) 
- SMHW – keep up to date with what is being set 
- www.languagenut.com (vocab trainer >> holidays and 

travel; grammar and verbs >> present tense, perfect 
tense) 

- Oak National Academy:  
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-
key-stage/key-stage-3/subjects/spanish 

Music Djembe drumming (Music from West 
Africa) 
 
 

M365 Teams (lesson resources and homework assignments) 
SMHW 
BBC bitesize KS3 Music 
Mymusictheory.com (grade 2) 

PE  
N/A 
 

 

PRE ‘Doing Philosophy’ 
Three lessons introducing core skills.  
Philosophy of religion,  
What is religious pluralism? 
Ethical issues 
 
‘Philosophy of Religion’ 

M365 Teams (lesson resources- PowerPoints as would be used in 
lesson) 
 
BBC BItesize 
 
Pluralism: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkdk382/articles/zvbp7nb 

https://teachers.thenational.academy/subjects/maths/key-stages/key-stage-3
https://teachers.thenational.academy/subjects/maths/key-stages/key-stage-3
http://www.languagenut.com/
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-3/subjects/french
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-3/subjects/french
http://www.languagenut.com/
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-3/subjects/german
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-3/subjects/german
http://www.languagenut.com/
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-3/subjects/spanish
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-3/subjects/spanish
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkdk382/articles/zvbp7nb


Issues with anthropomorphism  
The Problem of Evil 
The Design Argument (and criticisms) 
The First Cause Argument (and 
criticisms) 
 
 
 
 

 
The Problem of Evil: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkdk382/articles/z6twrj6 
 
 
The Design argument: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zpxpr82/revision/6  

Science These topics will have been studied: -  
Reproduction (p40-56 in Activate 1) 
Motion & Pressure (p158-170 in 
Activate 1) 
Separation Techniques (p72-84 in 
Activate 1) 
 

SMH- for homework  
Kerboodle Activate 1 (institution code ayz6)- for textbook 
Educake-for content quizzes 
Class Notebook- on an individual teacher basis 
 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkdk382/articles/z6twrj6

